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Abstract 
The case n =4 is proved for two different performance conjectures relating minimal Steiner 
networks and algorithmically generated greedy networks. 
1. Introduction 
Let X, = {x1 , . . . ,x,) denote a finite collection of n Euclidean plane points. A min- 
imal Steiner network S is a network interconnecting X, of shortest length. Since 
finding S is an NP- hard problem [3], alternative networks are studied and compared 
with S, e.g. spanning trees and the associated Gilbert-Pollak Steiner ratio [2,4] which 
shows that for X,, the length of the minimal Steiner network to the length of the 
minimal spanning network is always greater than G/2. 
In search of a heuristic which perform better than one involving spanning trees, 
there is a wide range of network types that one could consider, including greedy 
networks which can be defined as trees connecting X, where no angle between any 
edge connection is less than 90”. Smith and Shor [S] proposed an algorithm to 
generate such a network, i.e. first connect two closest vertices by a straight edge. Then 
at each successive step, connect to the “growing” network, by a shortest straight line, 
a vertex that is closest. Smith and Shor conjectured that for X,, the length of the 
minimal Steiner network to the length of a minimal greedy network constructed by 
their algorithm would never be less than 0.928203 .. . . this ratio being attained on 
three points arranged in the configuration of an equilateral triangle. However, the 
conjecture was latter proved to be incorrect by Du [l] who showed that in fact the 
minimum ratio could be made arbitrarily close to &/2. Du then proposed an 
alternative algorithm to generate a greedy network [l]. 
LetX, = {x1,... ,x,,} denote a finite collection of n Euclidean plane points. For any 
permutation c of 1,2, . . , n, let To denote the tree constructed as follows: Start with the 
edge x,(~)x,(~). At the i th step, extend the current tree by drawing the shortest line 
segment from x,(~ + 2J to the tree. If ,5,(X,,) denotes the minimum length of T,, over all 
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permutations and L,(X,) denotes the length of the minimal Steiner tree, then the ratio 
conjecture problem is to prove that ,5,(X,)/&(X,) 3 0.92820 . . . 
Again the lower bound is able to be achieved by the three vertices of an equilateral 
triangle. Du proved the conjecture to be true for the case n = 3. 
When comparing the two algorithms, it is apparent that while a Smith and Shor 
generated greedy network suffers from uncertainty as to whether it is significantly any 
better than a minimal spanning network for n increasing, the performance of the 
algorithm on n is certainly much faster than that of the Du algorithm, which 
seemingly runs in exponential time and would therefore be impractical. It would 
suggest then that a possible “compromise” polynomial time algorithm capable of 
generating a greedy network significantly better than a minimal spanning network 
might exist. 
In this paper the minimum ratios on n = 3 and n = 4 for the Smith and Shor greedy 
algorithm as well as the n = 4 case for the Du conjecture are proved. The proofs of 
both n = 4 cases are included as each highlights a major difficulty encountered when 
attempting to find a useful algorithm to generate a suitable greedy network. The 
Du case is an example of the difficulty in finding restrictions on the number of 
greedy network topologies that a useful algorithm may need only to focus on while the 
Smith and Shor case demonstrates that in a greedy network assembled from a se- 
quence of edges, each added edge may influence the final length of the network: 
a problem that is not present in algorithms that generate minimal spanning trees. For 
the Smith and Shor n = 4 case, the minimum ratio also occurs at a nonsymmetric 
configuration. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let L,(X,) denote the length of S and LG(Xn) the length of the minimum greedy tree 
G. The Steiner-greedy ratio is 
In [7], the differentiability of the Steiner ratio is discussed on the simplex A paramet- 
rized by the edges of S. Similarly 4,, is Gateaux or piecewise differentiable on a subset 
U of S. This being so as a given greedy tree topology may not be possible over all x E A. 
As in [7] the first variation is then 
where i, is the derivative of LG in the direction v and similarly for is. &, is the 
minimal value for Ls/LG. 
Applications of the variational approach is as follows. Assume x E A corresponds to 
a configuration of X, where the Steiner-greedy ratio is a minimum. Since we are trying 
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to find some direction v so that i, < 0, &Ii, > &, or i, > 0, ,&/.6, < &, so that 
D$(v) < 0 giving a contradiction to x being a minimal point. 
Lemma 2.1. Let x1x2x3 be three distinct points in the plane. Zfany of the interior angles 
between points is > 90” then the minimum greedy tree is also the minimum spanning tree. 
Proof. Clearly there can only be at most one greedy tree that is not also a spanning 
tree. It is easy to show that it has longer length than the minimal spanning tree. 0 
Since there can only be either one or three possible greedy trees which are not 
spanning trees for any given set of three points, Lemma 2.1 implies that all interior 
angles of the three points must be < 90” each for there to be three greedy trees that are 
not spanning trees. 
Lemma 2.2. Let x1x2x3 be three distinct points in the plane so that all interior angles 
are <90”. Then the minimal greedy tree is that with shortest “base” edge. 
Proof, By definition. q 
Theorem 2.3. Let X3 = {x1xzx3} be three distinct points in the plane. Then for the 
Smith and Shor algorithm, 
inf Ls(X3) 
~ > 0.928203. 
Lo(X,) 
Proof. Case 1. If one of the interior angles 0 is >, 120” then L, = L, = Lo and the 
ratio is 1 (Lr is the length of the minimal spanning tree). 
Case 2. If 90” < 6 < 120”, then L, < LT = Lo. 
Let the Steiner tree lengths be y,, y,, y3 so that y1 < y2 d y,. Then Lr = Lo 
= 1(x1x,) +1(x1x3). Perform variation along y, at point x1, Fig. 1. Then is = 1, 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2 
Fig. 3. 
0 < i, = cos CY +cos(8 - c() < cos c( + sin a, 30” < a < 60”. Thus, 0.7071 < Z&, 
< 0.73205 giving the contradiction Do < 0. 
Case 3. Now suppose all interior angles are < 90”. There are three greedy trees 
possible. By Lemma 2.2, we need only examine the case where without loss of 
generality, xzxs is the shortest spanning tree edge and is the “base” of the shortest 
greedy tree. Without loss of generality, assume 
There are three subcases. 
(a) Suppose l(xIxz) > 1(x2x3). Apply variation at x1 along y,, Fig. 2. Clearly 
i, < 0 and _&/i, > 1 giving IQ(u) < 0. Note that although x1x3 may become less in 
length that x1x2 the minimum greedy tree still has base x2x3. 
(b) /(x1x1) = 1(x2x3) < I(x1x3). Choose variation u along Steiner tree at x2 in 
outward direction, Fig. 3. Thus, is = 1, i, = cos 8 + 2 sin3 8, 30” < 6 < 45” (see 
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Appendix 1 for calculation) giving 0.7071 d &/i, < 0.8960 and the contradiction 
&3(v) < 0. 
(c) The remaining case is the equilateral triangle. From this it can be calculated that 
Ls(Lo = 2$/(2 + ,+I$ = 0.928203 which must be the minimum ratio for three 
points. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let X4 = {xIx2x3x4} be four distinct points in the plane. Then for the 
Smith and Shor algorithm 
inf Ls(X‘J 
~ 3 0.900407 . . . . 
LGW,) 
Proof. If the greedy minimal tree is the same as the minimal Steiner network then 
Ls(LG = 1. Suppose S # G. 
Part 1. Suppose S is not full, i.e. S does not have two Steiner vertices and every angle 
between edges may not be 120”. There are four cases to consider. 
Note that for the nonfull Steiner topology, we perform variations on (d,cc), where 
120” < c( < 240”. 
Case 1. Suppose edge x3x4, Fig. 4, was the first edge chosen according to the 
algorithm. The next vertex to be connected must be x2 as x2 is always strictly closer to 
x3x4 than xi is. x1 is then connected to the network by an edge no longer than the 
length of edge x1x2. By considering the collection of edges that connect vertices 
x2, x3, xq and noting that the theorem is true for three points, it is clear the theorem is 
obviously true in this case. 
Case 2. Suppose edge x2x4 was the first edge chosen according to the algorithm. 
This case is clear as the edges that connect x2, x3, xq in the complete greedy network 
construct the minimal greedy tree for those vertices. 
Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5 
Case 3. Suppose edge ~2x3 was the first edge chosen according to the algorithm. If 
x4 is connected directly by the second edge to ~2x3, the case is clear as the edges 
connecting x2, x3, xq construct the minimal greedy tree for those vertices and x1 will 
connect by an edge of length no longer than the length of _xlxz. 
If x1x2 is the second edge we then have two possibilities for the third edge. If x4 is 
connected directly to ~2x3 then the case is clear as above. If x4 is connected directly to 
x1x2 by an edge e then the closest point x0 on x2x3 to x4 cannot have length any less 
than the length of e. Since x2x3 and x0x4 construct the minimal greedy tree for the 
vertices x2, x3, x4, the case is also clear. 
Case 4. Suppose edge xl+ was the first edge chosen according to the algorithm. If 
x1x4 is not in the completed network we apply the variational method. Choose 
a direction u so that x1 moves toward x2 along x1x2. This gives L, = L, = 
- 1, Dc#J(v) < 0 and the contradiction. 
Suppose the second edge is x2x3, the third edge g connects x4 to x2x3 and 
I(x3x4) < 1(x2x3). As the ratio Ls/L, can clearly be reduced by a variation to shorten 
x1x2 we need only examine the points x2, x3, x4. Note that $ > 0, Fig. 5, and let 8 be 
the angle x2x3x4. 
(i) If 0 3 90” then x2x3 and g make up the minimal greedy tree for x2, x3, x4 and so 
the theorem holds. 
(ii) If 60” < 8 < 90”, then we perform ratio decreasing variation by moving g per- 
pendicular to itself as in Fig. 5. Clearly L, = 0 but L, < 0 and so the ratio Ls/LG 
decreases. Continue the variation until one of the following occurs. 
(a) If l(x,x,) = [(x,x,) then the theorem holds as x2x3 and g make up the minimal 
greedy tree for the points x2, x3, x4. 
(b) Suppose I(x3x4) < I(x~x~) = 1(x2x4), 60” < 6’ < 90”. Without 10~s of generality, 
suppose I(x3xq) = 1. We will have 
1 
L,=sinO+-- J 
3 tan 0 
2cosQ’ 
Ls=y+T 
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Fig. 6. 
and 
Ls ~cos8+sintl 
-= 
LG 1 + sin 20 . 
For 60” < f3 < 90”, L,y/LG is a continuous function. By computer, it is easily shown 
that LJL, has a minimal value of 0.9272 when 0 = 62.9686”. Thus the theorem holds. 
We now consider the possibilities when x1x4 is in the completed greedy network. 
Suppose x1x4 was the second edge chosen and was strictly less in length than x2x3. 
Apply the variational method by choosing u so that xj moves along the Steiner edge 
toward s. Whether the third edge is x2x3 or an edge to x1x4 we know that 
- 1 d i, < 0 and i, = - 1, Fig. 6, giving Do < 0 and the contradiction. 
If x2x3 was the second edge chosen and was strictly less in length than x1x4 then the 
third edge must be x1x4. It is easy to see that both edges x2x4 and x3x4 must be 
greater in length than x2x3. Thus, since the length of x1x4 is equal to or shorter than 
the length of an edge e. connecting x4 to its closest point on x2x3, we recall case 3 and 
see that the theorem holds. 
Now suppose both x2x3 and x1x4 have the same length. Clearly x1x2 must have 
length less than the length of x2x3 (x1x4) and that x3x4 must have greater length than 
the length of x2x3 (x1x4). 
There are two choices for the second edge. Suppose x2x3 is the second edge. Then 
x1x4 must be the third edge. Recalling case 3, it is clear that the theorem holds. 
If x1x4 is the second edge then the third edge must be the shorter of ~2x3 and e,, 
which connects x3 to its closest point on x1x4. Suppose e0 had length strictly greater 
than 1(x2x3). Then x2x3 must be the third edge. Apply the variational method by 
moving the whole edge x1x4 in the direction of the edge x1x2. Fig. 7. Thus, iG = - 1, 
_& = - 1 - cos(l80 - 8 - /I) = - 1 - cos (IX - 60). Note that (3 and a remain con- 
stant and 0” <LX < 90”. Thus, is/i, 31 and D+(u) < 0 giving the contradiction. 
If ~2x3 has length greater than or equal to the length of e, then without loss of 
generality, choose e, as the third edge. Apply the variational approach as follows. 
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Fig. 7. 
Fig. 8. 
Suppose first that 8 >90”. Choose variation of sliding the edge x1x4 in the direction 
along itself as shown in Fig. 8. 
From this, is = - cos (180 - 0) - cos /3, _& = - cos (180 - 6), i,/_& > 1 and 
D&u) < 0 giving the contradiction. In Appendix 2 it is shown that u is never less than 
120”. 
NOW suppose B = 90”. 
Consider the situation where c( > 120” and e0 has length strictly less than x2x3. 
Apply the variational method by moving the entire edge x1x4 at right angles to 
itself so increasing edges xix* and e0 at the same rate Fig. 9. Thus, iG =2, 
i, = 1 + cos (90 - p). Since 0 </I < 30”, 0.5 < &I_& < 0.75 < 0.900407 and iG >0 
giving Do < 0 and the contradiction. 
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Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10. 
Now consider CI = 120” and e, has length less than x2x3. In this case we can 
calculate the ratio. Let 1 =1(x2x3) = l(x1x4) and c = kl, Fig. 10. Substituting a formula 
in terms of c and 1 for e0 in the equation e. < I gives 
J_.,-(!j+, 
with a maximum positive root of c/l =0.580062. Thus, 0.51~ c d 0.5800621. The 
greedy tree will have length 
LpJW+ 2(2c - 1) + 1 
fi . 
The Steiner tree will have length 
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Table 1 
0.5 0.928203 
0.51 0.926241 
0.55 0.918923 
0.56 0.917205 
0.57 0.915529 
0.580062 0.913882 
Fig. 11 
Table 2 
0 h-I& 
0 0.965926 
5.0 0.954377 
10.0 0.942752 
15.0 0.931696 
20.0 0.921815 
24.0 0.915114 
24.830715 0.913881 
It is easy to show Ls/LG satisfies the theorem. A few tabulated values are shown in 
Table 1. Finally, consider when l(eo) =1(x1x4) =1(x2x3) =l. Again the ratio can be 
calculated. To ensure o! > 120”, 0 < 13 < 24.830715” (at 24.830715” = 8, fl =30”), 
Fig. 11. 
From Fig. 11, LG = 31- 1 cos 8 and 
Ls=(l-lcos8)+[(l-lcos(60+8))2 +(Isin(60+8)-1sin9+1)2]‘12. 
Again Ls/LG can be shown, e.g. by computer to satisfy the theorem. For select 8, Ls/LG 
is tabulated in Table 2. 
This completes Part 1. 
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Fig. 12 
Fig. 13. 
Part 2. Suppose S is full. There are three cases to consider. 
Case 1. Without loss of generality, suppose a “diagonal” x2x4 is the first edge 
chosen, Fig. 12. 
Since x2x4 must be shortest edge, x1 and x3 cannot lie within the union of two 
circles c1 and c2 each of radius 1(x2x4) centered at x2 and x4. Note that if y is a point 
on x2x4, then I(xry) 2 l(x,y). Similarly I(xry) 2 [(x,y). The same applies to x3. 
Let e, be the edge that connects x1 to its closest point on x2x4 and let e2 be the edge 
that connects x4 to its closest point on x2x4. Lets be the point on x2x4 that intersects 
S, Fig. 13. 
It is clear that xzs is the shortest edge of the triangle x1, x2, s. Therefore, a minimal 
greedy tree of x1,x2,s must include the edge xzs. Thus, the minimal greedy length 
J(G,) for xl,xz,s must be greater than J(xg) + J(el). Call the minimal Steiner tree 
length connecting x1, x2, s to be J(S,). Then J(S,)/J(G,) 20.928203. 
Similarly for x3, x4, s, let I(S,) be the length of the minimal Steiner tree connecting 
the points and J(G,) be the length of the minimal greedy tree connecting the points. 
Then, J(S,)/J(G,) 30.928203. 
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Fig. 14. 
Clearly, 
LS 01) + 0,) 
LG = {lb24 + l(ed) + {1(x4$ + Z(Q)} 
3 0.928203 
> 0.900407. 
Case 1 satisfies the theorem. 
Case 2. Without loss of generality, let x1x2 be the first edge of G. Clearly 
1(x3x4) 3 l(x,xz). 
(a) Suppose x2x3 is the second edge and that a >90”, Fig. 14. 
Let e0 be the edge that connects xq to its closest point on x1x2 and e, the edge that 
connects xq to its closest point on x2xX. Note that l(e,J 3 1(x2x3). The shorter of e. 
and e, is the third edge of G. There are a number of situations to consider. 
(i) Suppose I(eo) > 1(x2x3) and 1(x3x4) > (xix& Apply the variational argument at 
xq along the Steiner edge, Fig. 14. Thus, i, = - 1, - 1 < i, < 0 giving Do < 0. 
(ii) Suppose l(eo) > /(x2x3) and 1(x3x4) = l(xlxz). The third edge of G is el. Apply 
a “pivot” variation of x1x2 about x2, Fig. 15. LG does not change but Ls decreases, 
giving a lower ratio. 
Note that if the edge of G was x3x4 and angle x2x3xq > 90”, decrease the ratio by 
pivoting x3x4 about xj decreasing angle x2x3x4. 
(iii) Suppose l(eo) =1(x2x3) and I(x3xq) > l(xix,). If e. = x2x4 the angle x1x2x4 
= E > 90”. Suppose E > 90”, Fig. 16. The ratio is decreased by a pivot of x1x2 about 
x2 decreasing e. 
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Fig. 15 
Fig. 16 
Note that x2x4 could be the second edge but the same argument applies. E = 90” is 
considered later. 
Now suppose angle x2x1x4 =/I >90”, Fig. 17. In this situation, e, = x1x4 and 
1(x2x3) = l(xlx,). The second edge can either be x1x4 or x2x3. Let e2 be the edge 
connecting x3 to its closest point on x1x4. Without loss of generality, let c1 38 >90”, 
then l(ez) B l(e,). The minimal greedy tree will be when x2x3 is the second edge and e, 
is the third edge. However, if we perturb x3 a small displacement so 1(x2x3) > 1(x1x4) 
then the minimal greedy tree will have x1x4 as the second edge and e2 as the third 
edge. Because of the discontinuity in minimal greedy network length only the “worst” 
network with edge two as x1x4 and edge three as e2 is considered. 
If l(e,,) 3 I(el) > I(x2x3) = 4x1x4) then the third edge will be x2x3. The ratio can be 
decreased by “pivoting” x2x3 about x2 decreasing angle x1x2x3 and or pivoting x1x4 
about xi decreasing angle x2x1x4, Fig. 17. Perform this so that c( 3 j3. When e2 is the 
third edge, choose the variation of shifting edge x1x4 along itself, Fig. 18. Let 
~‘=~-90”,cc’=a-90”,0<~<60”.Notethatifa’=~’then8=60”-~.1fcc’>~ 
then 0 < 60” - 8’. Let 0 = 60” - 5, then j3’ d 5 < 60”. 
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Fig. 17. 
Fig. 18 
It is seen that 
is= -cOs(60-<)+cos(60+5)= -$sinl, 
ic= -cos(90-/Y)= -sin/I’. 
Thus, 
z=J3E$ >l, IL,<0 
and I@(V) < 0 giving the contradiction. 
Remark. The only situation where I(e,) is always strictly greater than 1(x2x3) for any 
a’ > 0 and p’ 3 0 is when 1(x2x3) = 1(x1x4) = 1(x1x2). The minimum ratio is attained 
when x1x2x3x4 form the vertices of a square. The ratio Ls/LG is (,,I’? + 1)/3 
=0.91068... . 
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Fig. 19. 
(b) Now suppose e. is chosen as the as the second edge and e0 is perpendicular to 
x1x2. There are a number of situations to consider. 
(i) Suppose l(eo) < l(xlxz). Note that 1(x1x4) > I(x1x2). 
If 1(x3x4) > l(x,xJ and 1(x2x3) > I(x,xJ then perform variation along the Steiner 
edge at xx, Fig. 19. Note that whatever the chosen third edge is (x2x3 or the shortest 
edge connecting xg to eo), Do < 0. 
If /(x3x4) =1(x1x2) and 1(x2x3) > /(x1x2) perform a pivot of third edge x3x4 about 
x4 decreasing angle y. Note that when 1(x3x4) = I(xlxz) = [(x2x3), y G 90”. (If y > 90” 
then x1x4 is shortest edge, a contradiction.) 
Note that if 1(x2x3) = l(xixJ and 1(x3x4) > I(xlxz) then by elementary geometry, it 
is seen that y < 90”. 
Now suppose y d 90” and 1(x2x3) = I(xixJ, Fig. 20. Clearly 0 3 30”. Perform 
variation of moving x4 to increase eo, Fig. 20. This gives i, = 1, 0 < i, d J/2, 
L,/LGd $/2-c 0.900407 and D$J(v)< 0. 
(ii) Suppose l(eo) 3 I(xix,). By previous discussion only the situation when 
I(eo) =/(x2x3) need be considered. 
Let e2 be the shortest edge connecting x3 to e, and e, the shortest edge connecting 
x4 to x2x3. For any a, the choice of e, as second edge will give the longer greedy tree 
and so as previously discussed, only this “worst” case needs consideration. 
If l(e2) > 1(x2x3) then x2x3 must be the third edge of G. Decrease the ratio by either 
pivoting x2x3 about x2 so decreasing tl’ or moving e0 perpendicular to itself, Fig. 21, 
until I(e,) 6 I(x2x3). 
If l(e2) < [(x2x3) then e2 is the third edge. In this situation decrease the ratio as 
follows. Let o be the point where the edge e0 intersects x1x2. There are two situations 
to consider. Firstly, if o is not xi, move the edge e. perpendicular to itself, so 
increasing l(ez), Fig. 22. 
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Fig. 20. 
Fig. 21. 
Fig. 22 
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Fig. 23 
Fig. 24. 
Note that 30” < 0 < 60”, i, =l, 3 < is < $12, 4 < is/i, < $12 
< 0.900407 and D+(v) < 0. Secondly, if o is x1, again perform variation of moving 
edge e. perpendicular to itself so increasing e2 and x1x2, Fig. 22. 
Here, 30” < 6’ < 60”, i, = 2, is =cos 8 + cos (60 - e), _&Ii, < &/2 < 0.900407 
and D$(v) < 0, Fig. 23. 
(c) Consider when l(e,) = I(e,) = 1( x2x3) =s. Since o must intersect x1x2, there is 
the condition, seen from Fig. 24, of 
s(1 -sina’) d 1(x1x2) < s. (1) 
By Melzak’s algorithm [S], I(S) =l(ab) where Aaxlx2 and Axjx4b are equilateral. 
From Fig. 24, let $ be the angle between x3x4 and a line parallel to ox4 at x3. 
rj = tan-’ 
[I - dosJ 
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Let 
1(X1X2) = U. 
Then 
1(X3X4) = SJl + ( 1 - cos a’)2 ) 
1 
2 
L, = z + s sin cI’ - I(x3xq) sin($ - 60) 
+ 
& 2 l/2 
2 u + s cos cd +1(x3x4) cos ($ - 60) 
II 
and Lo =u +2s. 
Computing the minimum of L,/Lo as a function of u for given CI’ and constraint (1) 
is easily done on a computer. Tabulations for select Co are given in Table 3. They are 
interpreted as follows: Let u,, be the value of u when Ls/Lo is minimum without 
constraint (1). 
0 < CI’ < 13.7621. Here, u,, 3 s. Since 1(x1x2) d s the constrained minimum value for 
Ls/LG is calculated when u =s. 
13.7621 < CI’ < 20.153911. Here, s(1 - sina’) < u,, < s. Thus, take U, = l(xIx2) and 
calculate minimum Ls/L,. 
20.153911 < PA’ < 90. Here, u,, < ~(1 - sin a’). Thus, take 1(x1x2) =s(l - sina’) and 
calculate the constrained minimum value of Ls/LG. 
The minimum ratio can be seen to occur when CI’ = 45.35 19 and has value 0.900407.. . 
(Table 3). 
Case 3. Without loss of generality, let x1x4 be the first edge of G. Clearly 
1(x2x3) > 1(x1x4). Although not trivial, the proof is deliberately omitted for brevity as 
it is proved in a similar manner to case 2. 0 
We now consider the n =4 case for the Du greedy conjecture. 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose X4 = {x1, x2, x3,x4} are four distinct points in the Euclidean 
plane so that both possible full Steiner networks exist. Then the shorter of the two, 
in the direction of the acute angle between the diagonals, is the minimal Steiner net- 
work for X4. 
Proof. This result is due to Pollak and can be found in [6]. 0 
Theorem 2.6. Let X4 = {x1, x2, x3, x4} be four distinct points in the plane. Then for the 
Du greedy algorithm, 
inf L&L) ~ 3 0.928203.. . . 
LG (X4) 
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Table 3 
CL’ (1 -sinr*‘)/s u,.ls Constrained Ls/LG 
0.01 
0.1 
1 
5 
10 
13 
13.7 
13.7621 
13.8 
14 
15 
20 
20.1 
20.15 
20.153911 
20.2 
21 
25 
30 
44 
45 
45.3 
45.3519 
45.4 
46 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
80 
85 
0.999825 
0.763161 
0.762108 
0.161466 
0.741180 
0.655209 
0.655456 
0.654700 
0.500000 
0.289200 
0.288563 
0.287973 
0.133974 
0.034074 
0.015192 
0.003805 
1.57701 0.910683 
1.57400 0.910683 
1.54337 0.910677 
1.39479 0.910548 
1.18094 0.910283 
1.03800 0.910148 
1.00312 0.910124 
1 .oOOoo 0.910123 
0.99809 0.910122 
0.98799 0.910115 
0.93683 0.910052 
0.66427 0.908973 
0.65558 0.908937 
0.65568 0.908919 
0.65545 0.908918 
0.65283 0.908900 
0.60658 0.908590 
0.36615 0.906956 
0.04674 0.904745 
- 0.89689 0.900454 
- 0.96250 0.900410 
- 0.98202 0.900407 
- 0.98538 0.900407 
- 0.98850 0.900407 
- 1.02122 0.900418 
- 1.27365 0.901029 
- 1.53945 0.903293 
- 1.73206 0.907457 
- 1.81910 0.913637 
- 1.76773 0.921768 
- 1.55229 0.931589 
- 1.16555 0.942648 
- 0.02969 0.954333 
Proof. As in Theorem 2.4 if S = G then LsILG = 1. Thus, suppose S # G. 
(a) Consider the case when S is a nonfull Steiner network as depicted in Fig. 25. It is 
obvious that the conjecture is satisfied by choosing the permutation CJ corresponding 
to a greedy network T, where the first two edges construct the minimum greedy 
network for the points x1,xz,x3. 
(b) Now consider when S is a full Steiner network. 
From Lemma 2.5, it is clear that we need only consider when the angle between the 
diagonals x1x3 and x2x4 as shown in Fig. 26 is acute, i.e. 0” d 8 d 90”. 
First suppose that 60” < 0 < 90” and without loss of generality that 1(x1x3) 
< 1(x2x4). Choose a permutation c corresponding to a greedy network T, where x1x3 
is the first edge. Let e2 denote the shortest edge connecting x2 to x1x3 and let e4 denote 
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Fig. 25. 
Fig. 26. 
the shortest edge connecting x4 to x1x3. Let 0, be the angle measured anticlockwise 
between the Steiner edge connected at x2 and e2 and let Q4 be the angle measured 
anticlockwise between the Steiner edge connected at x4 and e4. Note that it is not 
possible for 0, >O (0, ~0) and e2 < 0 (8, > 0) to occur simultaneously. 
(b.1) Suppose e4 > 0” and t12 > 0”. Apply a ratio decreasing variation by decreasing 
along the diagonal x2x4 at either or both of x2 and x4 (Fig. 26), until one of the 
following occurs. 
(i) t14 = 8, = 0” and 1(x2x4) 2 I(x1x3), 
(ii) Q4 > O”, e2 > 0” and 1(x2x4) = l(x2x4) = 1(x1x3). 
Suppose (i) occurs. Let c be the intersection point of x1x3 with S and let c’ be the 
intersection point of x2x4 with S. Note that if a variation is performed by simultan- 
eously increasing (decreasing) the length of the Steiner edge at x1 and decreasing 
(increasing) the length of the Steiner edge at xj at the same rate so that x1 and x3 are 
moving in the same direction, we will have i, = 0 and is = 0 (Fig. 27). Similarly, for 
the diagonal x2.x4 a variation can be performed by simultaneously increasing (decreas- 
ing) the length of the Steiner edge at x2 and decreasing (increasing) the length of the 
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Fig. 27. 
Fig. 28 
Steiner edge at x4 at the same rate so that x2 and x4 are moving in the same direction. 
Again we will have i, = 0 and is = 0. Also note that throughout these variations, 
8 remains constant. Perform these variations in such a way until the mid points of 
x1x3 and x2x4 coincide with c and c’, respectively. Clearly this can be done. The case 
can now be decomposed into two identical three point cases which clearly satisfy the 
conjecture. 
We will examine the situation when (ii) occurs later. 
(b.2) Suppose f14 < 0” and t12 < 0”. Apply a ratio decreasing variation by decreasing 
along either or both the Steiner edge at x2 and the Steiner edge at x4 (Fig. 28) until one 
of the following occurs: 
(i) 6’ =60” and 1(x2x4) > I(x1x3), 
(ii) 0 > 60” and 1(x2x4) = 1(x1x3). 
We will examine the situation when (ii) occurs later. Suppose (i) occurs. Note that 
since 0 < 90”, in this case both e2 and e4 must be perpendicular to x1x3. Now perform 
similar variations to that already described, i.e. shifting x1x3 along itself so that 
i, = 0 and i, = 0 and of simultaneously increasing (decreasing) the length of e2 and 
decreasing (increasing) the length of e4 at the same rate so that x2 and x4 move in the 
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same direction to give i, = 0 and is = 0. Again, note that throughout these vari- 
ations, 0 remains constant and as in b.1 (i) these variations can be performed in such 
a way until the mid points of x1x3 and x2x4 coincide with c and c’, respectively to 
create two identical three point cases which will clearly satisfy the conjecture. 
Now consider when 1(x2x4) = I(x1x3). (b.1 (ii) and b.2 (ii)) 
In this situation, note that both e2 and e4 must be perpendicular to x1x3. If not, 
without loss of generally, suppose LX~X~X~ >90”. Then by considering the full 
Steiner tree topology, x2 must lie on the left-hand side of a perpendicular line passing 
through the mid point of x1x3. Thus, by geometric consideration it is obvious that 
1(x2x4) > 1(x1x3) which is a contradiction. The situation where LX~X~X~ > 90” need 
not be considered as we will then have 0 > 90”. Now as in the previous situations 
perform variations to obtain a situation decomposable into two identical three point 
cases which satisfy the conjecture. 
Now suppose that 0” d 8 f 60”. 
For this condition, we consider a collection of greedy networks where the diagonal 
is not an essential feature of each network. Consider the construction of a greedy tree 
as follows. Connect the vertices x1 and x2 by an edge x1x2 and connect the vertices x3 
and x4 by an edge x3x4. Now connect by a shortest edge (denote by e) the two edges 
x1x2 and x3x4 so that e has at least one end corresponding to one of the four vertices. 
Clearly this network will correspond to a greedy network T, for some cr. 
There are three situations to consider. 
(i) Without loss of generality, suppose e = x2x3, LX,X~X, > 90” and LX~X~X~ 
> 90”. Then perform a ratio decreasing variation by decreasing the length of the 
Steiner edge at x1 and or decreasing the length of the Steiner edge at x4 until 
LX~X~X~ = 90” and LX~X~X~ = 90”. Note that 8 < 60” throughout the variation 
(Fig. 29). Perform a similar variation when e = x1x3, LX~X~X~ > 90” and 
LX~X~X~ > 90” by decreasing the length of the Steiner edge at x2 and or decreasing 
the length of the Steiner edge at x4 until LX,X,X, = 90” and LX~X~X~ = 90”. 
(ii) Without loss of generality, suppose x2 is an end of e, the angle between x1x2 and 
e is greater than 90” and e intersects x3.x4 perpendicularly. Then perform a ratio 
decreasing variation by decreasing along the Steiner edge at xi until x1x2 and e are 
Fig. 29. 
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Fig. 30. 
Fig. 3 1 
perpendicular to each other. Again note that 8 < 60” throughout the variation 
(Fig. 30). 
(iii) Suppose x1x2 and x3x4 are parallel to each other and e is perpendicular to 
both. If without loss of generality, 1(x3x4) > I(xixJ then perform a variation of 
simultaneously increasing the length of x1x2 at x1(x2) in the direction of a line through 
itself and decreasing at the same rate the length of x3x4 at x3(x4) in the direction of 
a line through itself (Fig. 31). Clearly it is also possible to shift e perpendicular to itself 
in such a way during the variation so that i, = 0 and i, = 0. Note that when e is 
shifting, the greedy tree may not correspond to a greedy tree assembled from Du’s 
algorithm but since the ratio is constant during this variation, it is not crucial. 
Finally, we examine the situation when 1(x3x4) = I(x1x2). It is clear that we can shift 
e to the point c where e, S and both diagonals intersect. We can now decompose the 
problem into two identical three point cases. Let us consider the three points 
{xl,x,,c}. If ~xicx, < 60” then perform a ratio decreasing variation by decreasing 
along the Steiner edge at c. If ~xicx, = 60” the conjecture can easily be shown to be 
satisfied by simple computation. Let o be the third vertex of the equilateral triangle 
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Fig. 32 
Table 4 
60.0 0.928203 
60.001 0.928203 
60.5 0.928216 
61 0.928253 
75 0.939071 
90 0.968412 
with vertices {x1, c, o). Then by Melzak’s algorithm, [(x20) is the length of the Steiner 
network connecting the vertices {x1, x2, c}. Without loss of generality, let l(x2c) = 1, 
LCX~X, = CI and I(xIc) = y. Let e’ to be the edge connecting c to x1x2 (Fig. 32). 
For 60” < CI < 90” (if CI >90” we have situation (i)) 
sin(120 - CZ) sin 60 
Y = + , @‘I = ysina, 4~4 = sin, 
L,=Jl+yfy2, LG = 1(x1x2) + l(e’). 
The greedy ratio will be Ls/LG and satisfies the conjecture. A few tabulations for select 
CL are shown in Table 4. 0 
Appendix 1 
From Fig. 33, 
e = 21sin(90 - 0) = 2lcosB = 21JiZnG (1) 
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X %I I T 
Fig. 33. 
Fig. 34. 
also T2 = x2 + 12, sin 0 = l/J=. Substituting into (1) gives 
& 213 
-= ax (x2 + 12)3/2 = 2 sin3 ‘. 
Appendix 2 
By Melzak’s algorithm [S], the Steiner tree connecting x2,x3,x4 has the same 
length of 0x4. Note that 180 - 0 > j? and 1( x1x2) sin(180 - Q) -C l(oo’). The problem is 
best seen geometrically. Let p be a line parallel to o’x4 passing through o and extend 
the line x1x2 to intersect p, Fig. 35, at 0”. 
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Fig. 35. 
Shift p along itself a distance E. Note that both /I and 180 - 0 will increase. Clearly 
since 180 - 0 >/I, 4(180” - 0) > dfi. Thus, if x2 moves a distance E, the inequality is 
still true. This means A (180 - f3) - dp > 0. 
da >0 and so E will never be less than 120”. 
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